
Technicalities worth Noting in Domenic’s Campaigns 

Base Guidelines 

Allowed Resources 

Books 

 All non-setting specific 3.5 sourcebooks 

 All non-setting specific 3.0 sourcebooks that have been updated to 3.5 in an official, Wizards of the Coast-

published update: 

o Deities and Demigods 

o Epic Level Handbook 

o Fiend Folio 

o Manual of the Planes 

o Monster Manual II 

 All EBERRON books 

Wizards.com Resources 

 Web enhancements to the above books 

 The Mind’s Eye content (3.5 edition content only, i.e. that after 2004-04-17), subject to review 

 The avenger prestige class  

Specifically Non-Allowed 
Even though the above list is all-inclusive, sometimes people need things spelled out. 

 Dragon and Dungeon magazine 

 Any FORGOTTEN REALMS books 

 Any adventures that we aren’t running, such as Expedition to Castle Ravenloft or Red Hand of Doom 

 Any non-updated 3.0 books, such as the Arms and Equipment Guide, Oriental Adventures, or Tome and Blood 

 Wizards.com resources not on the above list, such as the swiftblade class or the Wild Cohort feat. 

Versions 
 We always use the latest version published of any reprinted material. For example: 

o MIC item descriptions and SC spell descriptions override any previous printings of the item or spell, but 

subsequent printings in turn override them. 

o CAr’s warmage replaces the MH’s warmage. 

o ToB’s desert wind legacy weapon replaces WoL’s version. 

o CP’s reprinted powers override the EPH’s. 

o The thri-kreen published in the EPH replaces that from the MM2. 

 All official errata are applied, including shape changing-related errata. 

o For shape changing errata, I have a compiled PDF with all changes integrated into the text for your 

convenience. 

o With regards to the FAQ and Sage Advice rulings, these will by default be assumed to be in effect. 

However, you can appeal them if you think they’re really out of line, in terms of contradicting the rules 

as written. 

o Customer service rulings hold little, if any, authority. 

http://www.wizards.com/default.asp?x=dnd/arch/psi
http://www.wizards.com/default.asp?x=dnd/prc/20070401a


House Rules 

Items 

Specific Published Items 

 Amber amulet of vermin (MIC 68): replace Huge monstrous scorpion with Large monstrous scorpion in the table. 

 Candle of invocation (DMG 251): the candle uses your character level as the caster level of the gate effect, and 

does cost 1000 XP if used for calling creatures. 

 Nightstick (LM 78): Possessing more than one nightstick does not grant more than the additional four 

turn/rebuke undead uses that you were granted by your first nightstick. In addition, there is a 48-hour 

attunement period after you first possess a nightstick before it begins to grant you the four turn/rebuke undead 

attempts (this is to prevent giving the nightstick to another party member after using the granted turn/rebuke 

attempts). 

 Power link (MoE 115): The text should be changed to read “this augment can cannot result in more power points 

invested than you have manifester levels.” 

 Strand of prayer beads (DMG 267–268): the costs with removal of beads are inconsistent with the cost of the 

standard strand of prayer beads. For example you could own a standard strand of prayer beads with the bead of 

healing and bead of smiting removed (leaving only the bead of karma) for 0 gp. Change the price of the standard 

strand of prayer beads to 45 800 gp, the sum of its constituent beads’ prices (just as with the lesser and greater 

strands). 

 Thought bottle (CAr 150): The store experience function of only works to offset experience loss due to death, 

and not due to item crafting or spellcasting or any other such use. Furthermore, all uses of the store experience 

function should be run by me, to prevent abuse. 

 The Sudden Stunning weapon enhancement (DMG2 261) has been updated to the Stunning Surge (MIC 44) 

weapon enhancement, despite the different names. 

 The Intercepting weapon enhancement (FoW 120) should have the first sentence, which reads “This weapon 

grants you one extra attack in a round,” removed. 

 The greathammer (MM4 101) should have a critical of ×4, not 19–20/×4. This makes it identical to the goliath 

greathammer (RoS 154–155), which is sensible: one is simply a non-race–specific generalization of the other. 

 Grafts (FF 207–215, MoE 126–136, LoM 215–217, RotD 126–130, LM 79–80) use the rules presented in RotD, 

even though they specifically state that these rules do not apply to earlier versions of grafts. Some DM 

adjudication may be required. Similarly, symbionts (FF 215–222, ECS 298–301, MoE 153–158) use the rules from 

the ECS. 

Custom Items 

 You may use the bonus addition rules in the MIC to create custom magic items, which will not need approval 

(but may need checking to make sure your calculations are correct). 

 All other custom items must be approved by me. 

 Pricing for custom items will generally follow the formulas and body slot affinities outlined in the DMG, but may 

be adjusted up or down (or disallowed entirely) based upon comparisons with other magic items. 

 Guidelines for approval: 

o If you can draw a strong comparison between another magic item and your custom one, it will likely be 

approved. 

o Continuous-effect or unlimited-charge items will be unlikely to be approved. 

o No new metamagic rods or spellshards will be approved. 

o Items granting bonuses to only one or two saves will not be approved.  



Classes 
 The erudite (CP 154–156) substitution feature Convert Spell to Power, found in the 2007-06-29 The Mind’s Eye 

article, is disallowed. 

Prestige Classes 
 The effigy master (CAr 30–32) cannot create effigies with templates. 

 The illithid slayer (EPH 146–147) is used instead of the SRD slayer. 

 The invisible blade (CW 44–46) should have the prerequisite feats Far Shot and Point Blank Shot replaced with 

Weapon Finesse, as per the class’s original creator. (The class was originally a ten-level class, with the extra five 

levels containing ranged abilities.) 

 The Channel Spell ability of the ordained champion (CC 91) and of the spellsword (CW 80) does not work on 

personal-range spells or spells with a casting time of more than 1 standard action. 

 The planar shepherd (FoE 105–109) does not acquire the time traits of his chosen plane when using his planar 

bubble ability. Furthermore, any spell-like abilities used by a wild-shaped planar shepherd with XP or expensive 

material components still require such components. Finally, please talk over with me your decision to play this 

class, and what abilities you plan to exploit: be prepared for me to say “That’s just not cool, you can’t do that.” 

 The Supernatural Spell ability of the dweomerkeeper (CD WE 2) cannot avoid gold and XP costs of a spell. 

Races and Templates 

 Any race with a level adjustment greater than +1 or with any racial hit dice, and any template at all, must be 

approved by me before you can take it. Although generally they will be allowed, be prepared for me to say no or 

to increase the level adjustment or some such. 

 Great wyrm dragonwrought (RotD 100) kobolds are not allowed to take epic feats. 

Feats 
 Metabreath feats (Drac 66) can only be applied a number of times equal to the user’s Constitution modifier to a 

single breath (although this limit applies individually to each metabreath feat that is multiply-applied). 

Skills 
 Use Magic Device cannot be used to emulate higher caster level than you have hit dice. 

 Knowledge (local) is handled specially. For each rank, you can “buy” local knowledge of a specific area at the 

following rates: 

o 1 rank for each of the four remaining nations. 

o 2 ranks for the Mournland, Darguun, Droaam, the Eldeen Reaches, the Lhazaar Principalities, the Mror 

Holds, Q'Barra, the Shadow Marches, the Talenta Plains, Valenar, Zilargo, the Khorvairian-visitable areas 

of Sarlona, and the “settled” areas of Xen'drik. 

o 3 ranks for the Demon Wastes, Argonnessen outlying islands, and the rest of Xen'drik. 

o 4 ranks for Aerenal, Argonnessen proper, the rest of Sarlona, and Khyber. 

So although whenever you make any kind of check, you will make it using all your ranks (+Int mod + whatever), 

you can't actually make a non-common knowledge (i.e. DC > 10) check for any specific area until you've 

allocated ranks specifically for that area. And for general things (like “Knowledge (humanoids)” or such) the 

check is made as normal. 

  

http://www.wizards.com/default.asp?x=dnd/psm/20070629a
http://www.wizards.com/default.asp?x=dnd/psm/20070629a
http://www.d20srd.org/srd/psionic/prestigeClasses/slayer.htm


Powers 
 Bestow power (EPH 80) can only be manifested as many times per day as you have manifester levels. 

 Dispel psionics (EPH 94–95) should have its augment option changed as follows: “For every additional power 

point you spend, the limit on the manifester level bonus on your dispel check increases by 2 (to a maximum 

bonus limit of +20 for a 5-point expenditure).” 

Spells 
 Consumptive field and greater consumptive field (SC 51) only function on creatures with at least one hit die (not 

fractional hit dice). 

 When someone reads multiple explosive ruins (PH 228) spells on the same sheet of paper, 1d6 of them are read 

and thus go off. Situational modifiers apply for creatures with large eyes, multiple eyes, etc. Using dispel magic 

to set them off will work, assuming none of the scrolls are in contact with each other; otherwise, a random 

number (between one and the total number in the collection, determined by computer) will be set off. 

 Polymorph (PH 263) and similar effects, when applied to humans and azurins, do not cause the target to lose 

their bonus feat (even though it is a racial trait), as it represents something learned using one’s extra human (or 

azurin) versatility, and not a capability only possessed by humans or azurins. Similarly, racial feats gained 

through class levels that are mental (such as Able Learner, RoD 150) as opposed to physical (such as Catfolk 

Pounce, RotW 148) are retained, even if the target’s type or subtype changes (causing the target to no longer 

meet the prerequisite). 

 Shadow spray (SC 186) should have its Duration line changed to “Instantaneous.” 

 Shivering touch and lesser shivering touch (Frost 104) impose a 1d6 or 3d6 Dexterity penalty (respectively), not 

damage, and cannot bring the target’s Dexterity score below 1. Furthermore, creatures with immunity to cold 

(not just creatures with the cold subtype, as currently printed) are immune to the effects of the spell. 

Martial Maneuvers 
 For the purposes of any maneuver that states that it affects an ally, as opposed to allies plural, you yourself are 

not included. So, for example, you could not use White Raven Tactics to give yourself a second turn whenever it 

is granted to you. (This is an exception to the normal rule that you do indeed count as your own ally.) 

 Maneuvers granted by items (ToB 149–150) function identically to those granted by the relevant feat (ToB 31–

32). That is, if you have any levels in a martial adept class, choose one class to add the maneuver to your pool of 

known maneuvers; if you do not have such levels, you can use it once per encounter. Thus, learning the 

maneuver or stance once from the relevant feat and once from the item gives no benefit. 

  



Psionics–Magic Transparency 
 The default rules explicitly given on EPH 55 apply. The following clarify the cases these rules do not cover. 

 Psionic identify (EPH 112) and identify (PH 243) both work on both magic and psionic items. 

 Use Magic Device (PH 85–86) and Use Psionic Device (EPH 38–39) are different skills, as are Spellcraft (PH 82–83) 

and Psicraft (EPH 38); neither work in the others’ domains. 

 Item creation feats do not substitute for each other (e.g. Craft Magic Arms and Armor does not fulfill the 

prerequisite of Craft Psionic Arms and Armor, and vice versa). 

 Because of the above two rules, an artificer (ECS 29–33) cannot use his granted abilities to craft psionic items; 

this is why the psionic artificer (MoE 42–43) exist. The reverse also applies. 

 Items that specifically mention “spells” or “powers” or other such terms do not function for their counterparts, 

and no items will be created “by analogy.” For example, pearls of power (DMG 263) do not allow power point 

recovery, and psionatrices (MIC 119) do not apply to the corresponding school of magic. 

 Prestige classes or feats that specifically mention “spells” or “powers” or other such terms do not function for 

their counterparts, and no prestige classes or feats will be created “by analogy.” For example, the eldritch knight 

(DMG 187–188) does not advance manifesting, and cannot be entered with the ability to manifest 3rd-level 

powers. 

Other 
 Thrown objects cannot do more than 20d6 damage. 

 The following is a prioritization of spell lists (expanded from MM 315): sorcerer, wizard, cleric, druid, wu jen, 

shugenja, warmage, beguiler, dread necromancer, bard, duskblade, paladin, ranger, hexblade, blackguard, 

assassin, blighter, consecrated harrier, holy liberator, temple raider of Olidammara, cleric domains, 

demonologist, sand shaper, trapsmith. It applies in the following situations: 

o When a class feature such as the recaster’s Expanded Knowledge (RoE 158–159) or the master 

specialist’s Expanded Spellbook (CM 70) allow you to learn a spell on any class’s spell list, but the spell is 

available on multiple spell lists. 

o Other mechanisms of using any spell, such as the anyspell and greater anyspell spells (SC 14–15). 

o Buying pre-made wands, staffs, or other magic items, or creating them as an artificer. 

 A spell whose effective level is increased by the Heighten Spell feat (PH 95), or by a similar effect such as 

Improved Sigil (Krau) (RoD 153) or Earth Spell (RoS 138), does not count as a higher-level spell for the purposes 

of meeting prerequisites. 

 The favored weapon for clerics of the War domain who do not worship a specific god is given as in the weapon 

of the deity spell (SC 237): warhammer for good, flail for evil, mace for neutral, longsword for law, battleaxe for 

chaos. You must choose one out of the possible two corresponding to your alignment, and cannot switch once 

you have chosen. 

Unearthed Arcana Variant Rules Used (pages 219–221 checklist) 
 Chapter 1: all variants are used 

 Chapter 2: totem barbarian, bardic sage, divine bard, savage bard, cloistered cleric, druidic avenger, thug, monk 

fighting styles, paladin variants, planar ranger, urban ranger, wilderness rogue, battle sorcerer, specialist wizard 

variants 

 Chapter 3: character traits, character flaws, spelltouched feats, Additional Favored Class feat 

 Chapter 4: none (although action points are used in the form presented in ECS 45–46) 

 Chapter 5: none 

 Chapter 6: none (although taint is used in the form presented in HoH)  



Clarifications 
Clarifications are instances where the rules are a bit confusing, but I believe my interpretation (given below) is correct, 

and not simply a house rule. This could also be because of a simple typo that was later clarified, but not in official errata. 

Classes 
 The crusader’s recovery mechanic (ToB 10) should be clarified as follows: “If, at the end of your turn, you cannot 

be granted a maneuver because you have no withheld maneuvers remaining, you recover all expended 

maneuvers all maneuvers (whether expended or not) become withheld, and then a new pair set of readied 

maneuvers is granted to you from this pool.” 

 Swordsages gain (6 + Int) × 4 skill points at first level, not (6 + Int) × 6 as is stated on ToB 16. 

 Upon taking the first level of a martial adept class (ToB), you only obtain first-level stances, no matter what your 

initiator level is. Subsequent levels use your initiator level to determine the highest-level stances you can obtain. 

Prestige Classes 
 Rainbow servants (CD 54–56) and sacred fists (CD 59–61) gain spellcasting as per their table, not their “Spells per 

Day/Spells Known” text. 

 Master specialists (CM 70–73), when using their Expanded Spellbook class feature, can learn spells from any 

class’s spell list (but see the house rule above regarding the ordering of spellcasting classes, if a spell is on 

multiple classes’ lists). 

Feats 
 Natural Bond (CAd 111) does allow a druid to take on an animal companion that would normally impose a -x 

penalty to effective druid level at a min(0, -x + 3) penalty, for example an ape at no penalty (instead of -3) or a 

brown bear at a -3 penalty (instead of -6). This is in addition to its function of allowing druids with non-druid 

class levels to increase their “effective druid level” for the purposes of choosing an animal companion. 

 Precocious Apprentice (CAr 181) does not allow you to meet spellcasting prerequisites that require casting 2nd-

level spells, due to the requirement of spells, plural. 

Martial Maneuvers 
 The maneuver Iron Heart Surge (ToB 68) cannot remove frenzied or dominated conditions, as in the first case 

your character “must attack those she perceives as foes to the best of her ability” (CW 35) and in the second you 

are not in control of your character’s actions. Similarly, it cannot remove any conditions that disallow 

movement, since one must be able to move to initiate maneuvers. 

Other 
 As per EPH 22, a psicrystal’s abilities are based upon the owner’s levels in psionic classes. This overrides the text 

in the monster description for psicrystals (EPH 207) and various prestige classes’ text, the latter of which is a 

copy-and-paste error from 3.0 when psicrystals were class features of the psion class. 

 A psicrystal gains HD as its master does, and thus advances in base attack bonus, feats, etc. as a construct. Note 

that EPH 22 states that its saving throws and skills are overridden by specific rules, so these are not derived from 

the hit dice advancement. 



Metagame Rules 

Attribute Generation 
Repeated computer-assisted testing has shown that the standard method of 4d6 drop lowest is equivalent to 28 point 

buy, on average. This includes the rule that a reroll is allowed if the total modifier is ≤-3 or there is no score of ≥12 

(which happens approximately 0.64 % of the time). Thus, you have the following options: 

 Standard (25) point buy, as offered on DMG 169. I suggest using this online calculator. 

 4d6 drop lowest, with a reroll allowed only if the total modifier is ≤-3 or there is no score of ≥12. 

Experience Point Awards 
 I will use the Challenge Rating system, as written, for awarding XP. 

 I will not assign XP for someone who is absent (in real life) for the majority of an encounter. 

Monster/NPC Design 
 All monsters and NPCs I design will conform to the same house rules and restrictions I place upon you. This 

includes sources available, attribute generation, etc. 

Possible Metagame Rules 
The following are areas that need to be discussed between the group and me, and a consensus arrived at. 

Experience Points 
 Should the XP penalty for dying be lessened? (It cannot be eradicated, because that erases the important 

differences between certain spells.) [See DMG 41 for comparison.] 

o Should it be (further) lessened if your character dies multiple times in succession (thus putting him 

increasingly further behind the party)? 

o Should the XP penalty be lessened in the special case of a total-party–kill, or a near-TPK? (Note: in the 

past, my greatest fraction has been three dead players out of four present for the encounter.) 

o Should there be a differential in XP loss between being raised from the dead and starting a new 

character? [See DMG 42 for comparison.] 

o Should any XP be lost if you want to spontaneously start a new character, and have your current one 

“ride off into the sunset”? If so, how much, comparatively? *See DMG 42 for comparison.] 

 Should per-session roleplaying XP be assigned, apart from that granted for overcoming roleplaying challenges? It 

can decrease mean-time–to–level–up and encourage/reward roleplaying, but has the possibility of being 

arbitrary and unfair. If so, up to how much (as a percentage of normal XP)? [See DMG 40–41 for comparison.] 

Leveling Up 
 How much in-game time is required to level-up? Realism suggests at least a day of “downtime” for practicing 

skills and discovering new ones, but this can be inconvenient, e.g. in the middle of a dungeon. Furthermore, 

certain prestige classes, feats, etc. will necessarily demand in-game mentoring or induction into an order, such 

as ruby knight vindicator (ToB 122) or Gatekeeper Initiate (ECS 54) respectively. [See PH 58 for comparison.] 

 How much in-game time (the books say “between adventures”) is required for a spellbook/prayerbook-using 

class to learn new spells? A druid/cleric-type caster? A spontaneous caster? A manifester (new powers)? A 

martial adept (new maneuvers)? And so on. While some of these seem more likely to unlock knowledge of new 

spells/powers/maneuvers than others (“unlocking latent potential” versus studying in the library), this could also 

be seen as unfair. [See PH 178–179, PH 180, PH 179, EPH 64, and ToB 46 for comparison, respectively.] 

http://www.hackslash.net/?p=73


Eberron Adaptation 

Spells 

 The spells Light of Lunia, light of Mercuria, and light of Venya (SC 132) become lesser light of the flame, light of 

the flame, and greater light of the flame respectively (the reference being to the Silver Flame). 

Classes 
 The dragon shaman (PH2 11–19) has no alignment restriction, due to the unique nature of dragons in Eberron. 

 The elf ranger substitution level (RotW 155–157) replaces “servants of Lolth” with “servants of Vulkoor,” which 

includes drow, monstrous scorpions, scorrow, and warforged scorpions. 

Prestige Classes 

 The champion of Corellon Larenthian (RotW 113–117) becomes the champion of Dalan Rae (RoE 80, 83). 

 The divine prankster (RoS 107–109) becomes based around Olladra, as opposed to Garl Gliterrgold. 

 The eye of Gruumsh (CW 31–34) becomes the eye of the Dragon Below. 

 The ordained champion (CC 90–94) substitutes The Mockery for Hextor and Dol Arrah for Heironeous. 

 The radiant servant of Pelor (CD 52–54) becomes the radiant servant of the Silver Flame. 

 The ruby knight vindicator (ToB 122–126) can be adapted to many different orders and faiths; the idea is that all 

of these faiths have a knights-templar–like branch. Easy adaptations would be those faiths with a strong 

hierarchy, such as the Silver Flame, the Lord of Blades, and the Blood of Vol/Emerald Claw. 

 The sanctified one (CC 99–105) substitutes Balinor for Ehlonna, Dol Darn for Kord, The Traveler for Olidammara, 

and The Undying Court for Wee Jas. 

 The singer of concordance (RotD 91–96) becomes based around the Dragon Above, as opposed to Io. 

 The shadowspy (CC 105–107) and shadowstriker (CC 108–109) becomes based around the Silver Flame, as 

opposed to Pelor. 

 The shining blade of Heironeous (CD 63–65) becomes the shining blade of Dol Arrah. 

 The stormlord (CD 65–67) becomes based around The Devourer, as opposed to Talos. 

 The temple raider of Olidammara (CD 67–69) becomes the temple raider of The Traveler. 

Other 
 Most planar touchstones (PlH 153–186) have been moved to the appropriate Eberron plain; ask me/confirm 

with me which one this is. 

 All feats or spells referencing a specific archdevil or demon lord (such as those in the Fiendish Codex series) now 

reference a rumored name for a rakshasa rajah. 

  



Source Abbreviation Index 
The following is a list of abbreviations used for sources throughout this document or elsewhere in my writings.

Abbreviation Book 

BoED Book of Exalted Deeds 

BoVD Book of Vile Darkness 

CAd Complete Adventurer 

CAr Complete Arcane 

CC Complete Champion 

CD Complete Divine 

City Cityscape 

CM Complete Mage 

CP Complete Psionic 

CS Complete Scoundrel 

CW Complete Warrior 

DD Deities and Demigods 

DoE Dragons of Eberron 

DotU Drow of the Underdark 

DM Dragon Magic 

DMG Dungeon Master’s Guide 

DMG2 Dungeon Master’s Guide II 

Drac Draconomicon 

DrM Dragonmarked 

Dung Dungeonscape 

ECS Eberron Campaign Setting 

EE Exemplars of Evil 

EH Explorer’s Handbook 

ELH Epic Level Handbook 

EPH Expanded Psionics Handbook 

FC1 Fiendish Codex I 

FC2 Fiendish Codex II 

FF Fiend Folio 

FN Five Nations 

FoE Faiths of Eberron 

FoW The Forge of War 

Frost Frostburn 

HoB Heroes of Battle 

HoH Heroes of Horror 

LM Libris Mortis 

LoM Lords of Madness 

MH Miniatures Handbook 

MIC Magic Item Compendium 

MM Monster Manual 

MM2 Monster Manual II 

MM3 Monster Manual III 

MM4 Monster Manual IV 

MM5 Monster Manual V 

MoE Magic of Eberron 

MoI Magic of Incarnum 

MotP Manual of the Planes 

PGtE Player’s Guide to Eberron 

Abbreviation Book 

PH Player’s Handbook 

PH2 Player’s Handbook II 

PlH Planar Handbook 

RoD Races of Destiny 

RoE Races of Eberron 

RoS Races of Stone 

RotD Races of the Dragon 

RotW Races of the Wild 

Sand Sandstorm 

SC Spell Compendium 

SCoT Sharn: City of Towers 

SoS Secrets of Sarlona 

SoX Secrets of Xen’drik 

SS Savage Species 

Storm Stormwrack 

ToB Tome of Battle 

ToM Tome of Magic 

UA Unearthed Arcana 

WoL Weapons of Legacy 

 

 
Abbreviation Meaning 

WE Web enhancement 

Er Errata 

Up 3.5 edition update 


